Mary Kay Skinvigorate
Cleansing Brush, £35

Ever since the first cleansing
brush came onto the market, our
daily skincare routine has been
revolutionised. Not only is cleansing
with a brush said to remove makeup
more effectively than by
hand, but it also boosts
the absorption of your
serum and moisturisers
and helps to soften
the appearance of lines
and wrinkles! We are
totally won over by this
lightweight, two-speed
power brush from Mary
Kay which works to
remove makeup and
leave you with clean skin
in seconds.

Moroccanoil
Volumising
Mousse, £17.25

Used backstage at the
Burberry show. Apply
a small amount to add
matte volume and
heaps of texture.

Wella Professionals Grip
Cream Moulding Paste,
£12.20

Whip your mane into shape with this
plant-based styling wax that helps to
manipulate distinctive styles on even
the most unruly of locks. We have been
using it to create deep side partings
that stay put and to keep our braids
in check.

L ve it!
This month’s must-have hair
and beauty goodies!

bareMinerals
Marvelous Moxie
Lipgloss, £16 in
Hypnotist

The lilac toned cyber sheen
is the most fashion-forward
trend this season, which is
why we recommend the
Hypnotist shade from the
Marvelous Moxie collection
of lipglosses at bareMinerals.
This gloss looks iridescent on
the lips and is infused with a
minty scent – fresh in more
ways than one.

Burts Bees Honey and
Shea Body Scrub, £12.99

Treat yourself to brighter, smoother
skin with this sweetly fragranced body
scrub. It’s the ideal start to a day
of pampering!

Garnier Ultimate Blends The Sleek Perfecter Oil, £9.99

Feature Sarah Cohen

We are excited to announce the first ever haircare range from Garnier! Developed
over seven years in partnership with British women, the products incorporate
trusted natural ingredients, high performance formulas and luxurious textures.
The result? Bespoke, tailor-made haircare, inspired by precious oils sourced from
the far corners of the world. The range is affordable and smells divine. Our hero
product is The Sleek Perfecter Oil, which is ideal for use before styling and helps to
protect against damage of up to 230°C heat.
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Topshop Small Stripe
Scrunchie, £4

If we don’t get eggs, we will be making
like the Easter rabbit with this cute
bunny eared scrunchie! Accessorise
with a fluffy tail – or not…

Mark Hill Defrizz-ilicious
Magic Drops
Rescue
and Repair
Treatment,
£6.49
Anything related to
hair and containing the
word magic gets our
vote. This non-rinse
formula casts a silkinducing spell on your
weather-beaten locks!
Loaded with essential
vitamins and minerals,
your tresses are
left healthier and
stronger, with a
mega-watt shine!

Hot this month

Aussie 3 Minute
Miracle Light
Mega Deep
Treatment,
£4.99
The new ‘Light’ range
of treatments from
Aussie are ideal for
replenishing fine
or thinning hair,
promising to deliver
high shine and
nourished results
without weighing
it down.

Too Faced Sweetheart
Beads, £26

The opalescent, multi-dimensional
complexion is a huge beauty trend this
season. Make these iridescent pebbles
of pigment a must-buy.

Schwarzkopf
BlondeMe
Keratin
Restore
Blonde
Shampoo,
£9.38

Blonde hair can
be the hardest
to keep smooth
and shiny but help
is at hand with
BlondeMe Keratin
Restore Blonde
Shampoo. Containing
hydrolysed keratin
and silk, the shampoo
gently cleanses while
intensively repairing
damaged hair follicles
for a smoother look.

Rodial Glamstick SPF15,
£25, in Bite
Coat your lips in an intensively
moisturising lip butter with a
difference – this pout
pleaser contains
Hyaluronic Acid Spheres
for long term plumping
effects! The balm,
available in
six subtle
shades, is
encased in
a cool clear
case, while
smelling
and feeling
sumptuous!

T3 SinglePass Professional
Straightening and Styling
Iron, £125
Emulate the poker-straight
looks seen at Donna Karan
courtesy of T3. Not only
does the wand reach 230
degrees, it also leaves
locks with a mirror-like
shine! Wear yours in
a centre parting for
extra style points.

Bobbi Brown Extra Bright
Advanced Moisture
Cream, £62

An uneven, dull complexion leaves us
looking and feeling older, which is why
we cannot wait to try Bobbi Brown
Extra Bright Advanced Moisture Cream.
The latest addition to the Extra Bright
range, this cream is formulated with
SuperCitrus Complex, which helps
to boost radiance by minimising any
discoloration, while deeply hydrating
your skin.

Redken Wind
Blown Spray,
£15.80

This is a must
for creating sexy
bedhead tresses or
for prepping locks
prior to a loose braid.

Tender Love & Carry
ASOS Exclusive
Photographic Floral
Makeup Bag, £12

Spring clean your make-up kit this
season and house your products in
this bloomin’ beautiful bag from ASOS.
Adorned with on-trend florals and in a
luxe amethyst shade, it’s too good to
be hidden away in your handbag!
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